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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
There have been concerns on the effectiveness
of the Amnesty Commission’s efforts while
there has not been enough study to examine
the impact of its processes, methods and
programmes for granting amnesty in Uganda.
Evidently, there are many civil society
organisations that have played a major role in
rehabilitation and resettlement of former LRA
violent offenders in northern Uganda. A good
number of them are Christian (faith) based
with barely any matching efforts by Muslim
(faith) based civil society organisations.
Notably, the latter can play a key role in
rehabilitating the former largely Muslim rebels
or violent extremist groups.
Specifically the study has been conducted:
•

To assess the effectiveness of the
Amnesty Commissions’ efforts in
rehabilitating and reintegrating the
former violent offenders

•

To determine the extent to which
Muslim civil society has played a role
in these efforts with focus on WNBF,
UNRF I, UNRF II and ADF rebel
groups.

The scope of the study primarily targeted
top Amnesty Commission officials, former
violent offenders who were granted amnesty
in Yumbe, Iganga, and Butambala districts
as well as Muslim civil society actors, Muslim
clerics, and key lay Muslim leaders. Individual
face-to-face interviews were con
ducted to
inform the study mostly lasting about 30 to 45
minutes and these were mainly done on prior
appointment.
The research findings indicate that many of the
ex-combatants regretted their lost chances in
accessing educational opportunities, income
prospects and occupational experience.
A number of challenges were also extant
due to the stigmatisation within family and
community members for their association
with certain rebel groups, and having to start
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their lives over as adults with very little in terms
of assets, capital, skills, education, or social
status. In fact, the economic and social factors
are inextricably intertwined creating many
challenges relating to land rights, attitudinal
inclinations, work ethics, and behavioural
choices, among others.
The handling of reporters through the DDR
process also faces challenges in addressing
violent extremist offending where the use
of gender-sensitive and age-appropriate
approaches becomes inevitable for handling
women or children. In modern conflicts, women
are no longer seen as being solely victims but
also as perpetrators of violence because they
are increasingly taking up arms and committing
violent acts, either voluntarily or under duress.
A lot of ingenuity is needed to tailor the DDR
efforts to specific gender requirements.
The study suggests that rehabilitation and
reintegration of former violent offenders should
be reinforced with monitoring and intelligence
sharing tools to effectively address radicalisation
through assessing the risk and threat level
posed to themselves, other offenders, and
the public. It is important to mainstream this
within the justice system in order to enhance
cooperation with police, prisons and general
intelligence services. A lot of information seems
to be collected from multiple sources regarding
extremism but care must be taken to reduce
assessor bias.
Most of the DDR efforts undertaken by the
AC aim at promoting peace and reconciliation
even where intelligence reports indicate high
likelihood of risk posed by granting amnesty.
The study findings disclose that the potential
reporters and the AC regularly communicate in
a manner that can inform analysis of risk levels
taking into account personal needs, political
interest, as well as the social and economic
circumstances of the individuals or groups. Risk
assessment protocols need to be integrated
across all actors to ensure appropriate decision
making processes given the complexity of

the negotiation processes and inadequacy of
resources.
With regard to rehabilitation, risk assessment
should include an assessment of needs — both
general as well as those specific to dealing with
an extremist mind-set (e.g. more contact with
family, development of religious understanding,
more contact with other prisoners or technical
personnel who can positively influence the
offender). Rehabilitation interventions should be
supported by both risk and needs assessments,
while sentence plans for offenders need to
include tailor-made intervention plans. These
can be based on existing structures if in place,
but some cases (e.g. involving mental illness)
may also require specialist interventions.
Providing religious and moral support (e.g. from
family, clerics and civil society) is crucial and
may have a disengaging effect on offenders
with religiously motivated ideologies. However,
if chaplains or philanthropists are intentionally
involved in disengagement / de-radicalisation
efforts, they should be experienced and trained
in this area. Their credibility and legitimacy in
the eyes of the offender and wider community
should be considered. Such non-retributive
support is important for disengagement and for
eventual de-radicalisation. Working with family
and friends as partners in these processes is
effective if the social circle was not a factor
in the radicalisation process in the first place.
Other avenues of social support (e.g. mentor
programmes or community involvement) must
also be preferred instead of criminalisation.
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CHAPTER ONE:

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

1.1 Background to the study
Following the overthrow of Idi Amin by Milton Obote in 1979, anger over atrocities committed under his rule
erupted into violence against some members of the former Ugandan Army, government officials and the civilian
population of the West Nile, since many associated the region with the brutalities of his regime. Between 1980
and 1985 some of these went into exile in neighbouring DRC and Sudan where they began to mobilise into the
UNRF I. Shortly, some of them joined the newly formed government under the NRM and took up key positions
while others opted to form into the WNBF and the UNRF II over the subsequent years. There were also several
other insurgences which began in 1987 against the newly formed NRM government but mostly affecting the
Acholi, Lango and Teso sub regions.
These groups caused insurgencies in Uganda with bases in Sudan and the DRC where most of the rebel groups
took exile. They created a potential terrorist threat to countries in East Africa and posed risks to the Horn of
Africa. But the 1998 attacks on the US embassies in Kenya and Dar-es-Salaam marked the first significant
manifestation of the growing threat of extremism in post-independent East Africa.01 Since then, radicalisation
to violent extremism has been on the increase, culminating in the raise of Al-Shabaab as the main terrorist
organisation linked to Al-Qaeda in the East and Horn of Africa region. Although the group still has no official
allegiance to ISIS, recent reports allege the latter’s linkage with some of its factions.02
In December 2002, the UNRF II reached an agreement with the GoU to end the insurgency with support of
national and international actors. The ex-combatants agreed to hand over their arms to the UPDF in accordance
with the terms of the peace agreement signed between the GoU and UNRF II. This agreement further entitled
ex-combatants to the receipt of Amnesty Certificates and reinsertion packages to be processes by the Amnesty
Commission. With regard to the demobilisation of ex-combatants, the agreement provided for any ex-UNRF II
who opted and qualified to join the army to be integrated into the UPDF.03
It did not take long for the emergence of violent extremism and terrorist trends to be evidenced in 2010 when
Al-Shabaab, through its affiliates, using hand grenades and automatic rifles made an attack that killed 74 people
and injuring about 70 others who were watching the FIFA World Cup finals at two places of entertainment in
Kampala. This was Al-Shabaab’s first successful attack outside Somalia which it linked to the military involvement
of Uganda in the AMISOM efforts.04 The ambitions of the militant group are said to have also underpinned the
rise of the Allied Democratic Forces (ADF), mostly based in Western Uganda, which was declared a terrorist
organisation by the government. Overall, although often denied, these forms of radicalisation and other violent
extremism related activities in the Horn of Africa region have increasingly involved locals both as perpetrators
and sympathisers. The increased mobilisation and recruitment of violent offenders continues to raise questions
as to whether these individuals will not return and launch more attacks. It is even more worrying that there
seems to be ready acceptance of a militant version of Jihad, particularly amongst the youth, with increasing
involvement of women and girls.05

01 Botha, A. (2014). Radicalisation in Kenya. Recruitment to al-Shabaab and the Mombasa Republican Council. Institute for Security
Studies Papers, 265. Retrieved from https://www.issafrica.org/uploads/Paper265.pdf.
02 Azman, N. A., & Othman Alkaff, S. H. (2015). ISIS in Horn of Africa: An Imminent Alliance with Al-Shabaab? 282. S. Rajaratnam School
of International Studies. Retrieved from https://www.rsis.edu.sg/wpcontent/uploads/ 2015/12/CO15282.pdf.
03 Attorney General (2002). Ceasefire Agreement. Retrieved from http://www.peace maker.un.org/sites/peacemaker. un.org/files/
UG_020615_Agreement%20between%20GOU%20and%20UNRF%20II.pdf
04 Pflanz, M. (2014, June 17). Kenya attacks “not Terrorism” claims president as tourism fears grow. The Telegraph. Retrieved from http://
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/kenya/10906273/
Kenya-attacks-not-terrorism-claims-president-astourism-fears-grow.html.
05 Ibid
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This is not only a threat to the affected countries or region but the world at large given the spread of its recruitment
strategies through channels like the internet as well as within communities, educational institutions and places
of detention. The GoU has adopted various measures towards addressing conflict, insurgencies and extremism
in the country, including repeated military offensives through negotiations, granting of amnesty, and requesting
for international arrest warrants against rebel leaders.06 But some analysts point to the need for the reintegration
and/or coordination of DDR with other non-combatant areas of post-conflict security building such as SSR, SALW
control, transitional justice mechanisms, and longer-term community development programming. It is argued
that while components of DDR have taken place in Uganda, they have not done so within a standard or classic
model. They contend that constituent elements of rehabilitation and reintegration have not been conceived of
or implemented as a single programme whereby all the actors and concerns are included. Rather, these have
occurred sporadically within the context of a broad range of initiatives either by GoU, local NGOs, or donor
agencies seeking to address past and ongoing conflicts.07
1.2 Introduction to the study
There have been concerns on the effectiveness of the Amnesty Commission’s efforts while there has not
been enough study to examine the impact of its processes, methods and programmes for granting amnesty in
Uganda. Evidently, there are many civil society organisations that have played a major role in rehabilitation and
resettlement of former LRA violent offenders in northern Uganda. A good number of them are Christian (faith)
based with barely any matching efforts by Muslim (faith) based civil society organisations. Notably, the latter can
play a key role in rehabilitating the former largely Muslim rebels or violent extremist groups.
It is understandable that the Christian based NGOs and former Muslim violent offenders are mutually
uncomfortable working with each other.  Equally so, these offenders also look at such NGOs with suspicion.
There is therefore need to build the capacities of Muslim civil society organisations, Muslim clerics, and Muslim
leaders to supplement existing government efforts in rehabilitating and reintegrating former violent Muslim
offenders. It is also a known fact that radicalisation and recruitment activities are still taking place within diverse
contexts. This trend should be reversed and deliberate involvement of Muslim civil society is needed to work with
authorities to engage the former violent offenders as well as their potential recruits.
1.3 Objectives of the study
This was a short but critical qualitative study of the effectiveness of the Amnesty Commissions’ efforts in
rehabilitating and reintegrating the former violent offenders as well as determine the extent to which Muslim
civil society has played a role in these efforts with focus on WNBF, UNRF I, UNRF II and ADF rebel groups. On
this basis, it suggests necessary reforms in view of improving extant interventions by the AC. Specifically the
study has been conducted:
•
•

To assess the effectiveness of the Amnesty Commissions’ efforts in rehabilitating and reintegrating the
former violent offenders
To determine the extent to which Muslim civil society has played a role in these efforts with focus on
WNBF, UNRF I, UNRF II and ADF rebel groups.

1.4 Scope of the study
The study primarily targets top Amnesty Commission officials, former violent offenders who were granted
amnesty in Yumbe, Iganga, and Butambala districts as well as Muslim civil society actors, Muslim clerics, and
key lay Muslim leaders.

06 Leah Finnegan and Catherine Flew (2008). Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration in Uganda. Safer World and University of
Bradford. Retrieved from http://lekiworld.com/AU/docs/60.pdf
07 Ibid
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1.5 Methodological approach
This study adopted the qualitative research method through the use of key informant interview guide to identify
the processes through which militant offenders disengage from violent extremism in Uganda, assess the
effectiveness of de-radicalisation efforts undertaken by the Amnesty Commission and the extent of collaborative
engagements with Muslim civil society that improved the processes of rehabilitation and reintegration. In using
the research tools, the team took into account the pertinent issues informed by literature reviews and observation.
A range of respondents with different experiences and background were selected to examine their diverse
perspectives so as to develop a comprehensive analysis of the existing systems and practices in handling violent
extremism. The respondents were mainly selected basing on their role in handling amnesty cases or through
recommendation by other respondents. Most of the respondents were individuals identified among the Muslim
civil society, Muslim clerics, and lay Muslim leaders. It was however challenging to conduct interviews with
the former violent offenders who were granted amnesty in target districts because they feared to be quoted as
providing classified information. In selecting ex-militants or offenders, particular attention was paid to those
involved in or who have previously accessed the amnesty programmes.
Individual face-to-face interviews were conducted mostly lasting about 30 to 45 minutes and these were mainly
done on prior appointment. They were based on a pre‑tested semi structured interview questionnaire following
a set agenda to inform analysis. Depending on the answers, interviewers were free to change the question order.
This flexible approach made it possible to accommodate all respondents, regardless of social background,
attitudinal point of view, or connection to extremist tendencies. The majority of interviews with former offenders
were conducted in form of a casual conversation to avoid resentment or anxiety.
Focus groups could not be held given the sensitivity of the subject. Instead, the research team held periodic
meetings to interpret findings from various responses and observations. They exchanged ideas on how to
address the challenges faced but also consolidated their viewpoints to identify commonalities and differ
ences in their experiences and perceptions while reaching some agreement on how to achieve the research
objectives. Interviews were also held with key persons identified among the Muslim civil society to determine any
collaborative engagements that could improve the DDR processes by the government in Uganda. The focus was
put on the existing efforts and additional proposals to improve the work of the Amnesty Commission.
1.6 Limitations of the study
The research team encountered several limitations in the field but these did not essentially affect achievement of
planned objectives. Initially, there was difficulty in getting an entry point until the research team skilfully engaged
the beneficiaries of the amnesty programme. It was also challenging to trace ex-militants or violent offenders at
the community level although many were eventually accessible through restrained referrals.
Most of the informants, especially among civil society, were hesitant to participate in interviews but the agreement
reached was that their identity would not be disclosed. In several cases, these interviews were not immediately
documented but excerpts were memorised for recording into the tool at a later stage. However, the Amnesty
Commission was useful in corroborating the information gathered from field interviews and desk reviews.
A major limitation of this research is that nearly all of its respondents among the offenders constituted ex-militants
who have already left a radical organisation but never focused on those who were still actively involved. The views
of those still engaged in radical activities could only be shared by their counterparts who had been already
demobilised. Amidst these drawbacks, the assignment was still completed with concerted efforts between the
research consultant and project staff of the Muslim Centre for Justice and Law.
1.7 Structure of the report
The first chapter provides an overview of the study while the second reviews literature on key dependent
variables—disengagement and de-radicalisation—as the basic concepts in designing meaningful objectives for
programmes aiming to rehabilitate and reintegrate extremists.
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The third chapter draws on the work of the Amnesty Commission to explain its mandate in handling individuals
who have disengaged while analysing the tenets of proper de-radicalisation efforts. There was particular attention
put on rehabilitation and reintegration.
The fourth chapter analyses the research findings while the fifth and sixth outline the possible implications of
these field results for the improvement of de-radicalisation programmes in the country. There is specific focus
on granting amnesty and engaging Muslim civil society during rehabilitation and reintegration of those who have
disengaged. Emphasis is also put on the role of victims, communities and professionals in consideration of youth
and gender issues.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Push and pull factors of violent extremism
A lot of research identifies factors that make individuals vulnerable to radicalisation as including personal
crisis, a changed situation or circumstances, underemployment, links to criminality, loss of identity, social
exclusion, grievances, and a lack of trust in political structures and civil society. But there a number of specific
variables (push and pull factors) commonly identified to be the reasons behind decisions why individuals refrain
from or remain in militancy. There is growing evidence that immediate enablers of radicalisation and violent
extremism include heightened perceptions of economic deprivation, increased dissemination of extremist
narratives (through direct speech, the internet and media campaigns), easy access to weapons and sources of
funding, weak governance/management of religious institutions, a judicial system/rule of law that exacerbates
levels of radicalisation, weaknesses or absence of local grievance mechanisms and a sense of desperation and
vulnerability amongst youth.08
The underlying causes of radicalisation and violent extremism include increasing resonance of polarising
discourses, security-dominant/reactive approaches, loss of identity and/or meaning in life, loss of legitimacy
of traditional structures, ungoverned spaces/spaces beyond the reach of government, growth of unregulated
madrassas, low awareness of anti-radicalisation practices, under-trained Imams and management boards, low
levels of employment and livelihoods, increasing rural/urban divides, illicit funding mechanisms, weak regional
border management, intersection with trans-national crime, low levels of regional intelligence coordination,
strong focus on law and order over justice, prisons as sources of recruitment, reactive ‘crackdowns’ by police,
insufficient and ineffective investigation of cases, exclusion from political structures/ public life, weak governmentsociety relations, low community conflict resolution capacity, weakened social cohesion, insufficient access to
adequate education, alienation from ‘real’ networks and overreliance on virtual networks, discrimination and
violence towards women and weakened family structures. Other reasons include lack of logical reasoning or
critical thinking on issues, impulsivity, aggressive impulses, anxiety and insecurity, as well as lack of religious
understanding (or influence from selective religious understanding).09
2.2 Disengagement and de-radicalisation process
Radicalisation is generally understood to be the process of adopting an extremist belief system as an effective
way to cause societal change, including the willingness to use, support, or facilitate violence. Therefore, deradicalisation is a process of abandoning such an extremist worldview and concluding that it is not acceptable
to use violence to effect social change. De-radicalisation processes should emphasise that social, political, and
economic transformation will only occur slowly and in a pluralistic environment. But while de-radicalisation is
the process of eventually moderating one’s beliefs, disengagement simply involves changing one’s behaviour by
refraining from violence and withdrawing from a radical organisation.10
The literature on the extremist groups suggests that there is a common trajectory for members who consider
leaving, attempt to leave, and ultimately succeed in disengaging. The process of disengagement begins as the
result of a trigger, called a “push” factor, which is frequently a traumatic event or emotional crisis. This is what
poses a number of questions and doubts about whether it is still necessary to remain in a violent extremist group.

f

m

.

/
_

08 Sara Zeiger (2016) Expanding Research on Countering Violent Extremism. Hedayah and Edith Cowan University, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.
Retrieved from http://www.hedayahcenter.org/Admin/Content/File-410201685227.pdf
09 Preventing and Responding to Violent Extremism in Africa: A Development Approach. UNDP. Retrieved from http://www.undp.org/
content/dam/undp/library/Democratic%20Governance/Local%20Governance/UNDP_RBA_ Preventing_and_Responding_to_Violent_
Extremism_2016-19.pdf
10 Horgan, John, and Kurt Braddock, “Rehabilitating the Terrorists? Challenges in Assessing the Effectiveness of De-Radicalization
Programs,” Terrorism and Political Violence, Vol. 22, No. 2, April 2010, pp. 267–291. Retrieved from https://ec.europa.eu/homeaffairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/networks/radicalisation_awareness_ network/ran-papers/docs/issue_paper_foreign_fighter_
returnees_reintegration_challenge_112016_en.pdf.
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During this cognitive process of self-reflection, an individual further questions the accrued benefit of remaining
in the group and this is likely to create barriers for his or her exit as a “pull” factor.11
It is however important to determine whether such a cognitive process is enough to become a turning point or
deterrent factor. In many cases, the measures taken against extremists involve repeated military offensives,
negotiations, granting of amnesty, and requesting international arrest warrants.12 There is a need to go beyond
security and intelligence measures, by taking proactive action to prevent the vulnerable individuals from
radicalising as well as rehabilitating those who have already embraced or disengaged extremism so that they
are assisted to create a new sense of identity and effectively reintegrate into mainstream society. One may
wish to also interrogate whether the fundamental objective of these counterterrorism programmes should be
disengagement or de-radicalisation of the militants.13
Some researchers are not even concerned so much about a change in behaviour (i.e., refraining from violence
and withdrawing from a radical organisation) or in beliefs. Based on experiences in northern Uganda they suggest
that DDR efforts should move from a system of circumstantial categorisation of ex-combatants to one based
on specific, easily identified, and acute needs which promise more effective and less stigmatising targeting of
assistance.14
Even pragmatic theorists argue that de-radicalisation may not be a realistic objective and that the goal of terrorist
rehabilitation programmes should mainly focus on disengagement. Indeed de-radicalisation may be particularly
difficult for Islamist extremists because they are motivated by an ideology that is deeply-rooted in a religious
illusion. This is because tenets of such an ideology are usually inculcated as religious obligations during the
recruitment processes and continually reinforced to minimise or even avoid a possibility of disengagement.15
The analysis of disengagement and de-radicalisation has thus focused on identifying the push factors that
encourage a person to leave a given radical group and the pull factors that motivate a person to remain as well
as key considerations in form of exit barriers that may create obstacles for one to actually think about separation
with an extremist organisation. These concepts provide a basis to determine how a person makes a decision to
disengage as well as the kind of support he or she is likely to require during rehabilitation and reintegration.16
In almost all the cases, the individual who has disengaged from the extremist group will need to create a new
identity and reintegrate into mainstream society. A number of former militants seem to less likely re-engage in
radical activities once they are able to develop a new social network that encourages moderate behaviour, secure
a steady employment, and feel accepted by the community. Once an ex-radical offender is given the necessary
support by a close network of new associations, he or she is less likely to regret the decision to disengage.
By contrast, if the community ostracises such a former radical, he or she is more likely to find it difficult to
begin a new career or even establish an alternative support network. This alludes to the importance of proper
rehabilitation and reintegration as critical elements of de-radicalisation or aftercare.17

11 Angel Rabasa, Stacie L. Pettyjohn, Jeremy J. Ghez, Christopher Boucek (2010). Deradicalizing Islamist Extremists. RAND Corporation,
National Security Research Division. Santa Monica, CA. Retrieved from http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/monographs/2010/
RAND_MG1053.pdf
12 Leah Finnegan and Catherine Flew, (2008).
13 Horgan, John, and Kurt Braddock, (2010).
14 Blattman & Annan, (2008). Child combatants in northern Uganda: Reintegration myths and realities. Retrieved from http://chrisblattman.
com/documents/research/2008.DDR.pdf
15 Ibid
16 Angel Rabasa, et al., (2010).
17 Ibid
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2.3 Rehabilitation and reintegration assistance
Governments have been increasingly focused on developing more effective strategies to reduce the appeal of
terrorism and limit the pool of potential recruits. By better understanding the radicalisation process and why
people become terrorists, and more broadly, the underlying conditions conducive to terrorism, it is possible
to formulate the steps to take to counter violent extremist ideologies. As part of the effort to counter violent
extremism in all of its forms and manifestations, there is an increasing focus on rehabilitation and reintegration.
Many countries facing insurgencies often refer to the reintegration of ex-combatants as a DDR process under
disarmament, demobilisation, and reintegration policies. It is considered to be a necessary part and usually the
most critical element of peace building in post-conflict settings as it involves a long term process of accepting
the reporters back into their community along other support to regain productive levels of engagement in
mainstream society.18
In Uganda, the reintegration process is a form of reinsertion and peace-building arrangement for ensuring social
harmony within a post-conflict setting. The process involves many challenges especially in creating a favourable
environment for the former rebels.19 Many argue that the reintegration of reporters ensures national security
but even if not for such reasons, the levels of poverty and inequality that arise when formerly abducted persons
return home increases the risk for reoffending in the future. Most of those involved in radicalism are deceitfully or
forcefully recruited and indeed have a right to be protected and supported upon return so as to have a successful
reintegration process albeit debates regarding its essence.
Finn describes successful reintegration as the ability of an individual to resume his/her life trajectory20 while
Maina affirms that economic independence and psychological health define a successful reintegration process.21
It may be argued that returning to this trajectory is driven by a number of factors such as rebuilding the kinship
networks (family acceptance upon return), as well as investing in social and economic safeguards, educational
training, diversification of livelihood, reinsertion packages, vocational skills, and psychosocial support. There
is need to also put emphasis on community participation during reintegration as another key aspect of the
process.22 Irma Specht notes that the availability of good quality services to assist those starting businesses is
one of the most crucial areas. These include skills training, referral, business training, business support services,
micro-finance, business mentoring, life-skills training, psycho-social assistance, health services, etc. If such
services are not available in sufficient quantities, funding is required to (re)establish them as soon as possible.
Effective planning includes establishing realistic timeframes that can ensure that the necessary services are
in place at the point when they are most needed. One of the biggest challenges is that the required services
are not in place when DDR starts and provision of services is too short-term to really empower beneficiaries to
achieve sustainable economic reintegration.23 Likewise, all the efforts have to be tailored to the existing needs
and interests among the reporters but also informed by identified opportunities in the local market economy. It is
impractical to have a uniform programme for all individuals because every reporter has a different experience.24

18 Schomerus, Mareike and Allen, Tim (2006). A hard homecoming: lessons learned from the reception center process in northern Uganda:
an independent study. USAID / UNICEF, Washington, USA. Retrieved from http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/28888/1/__lse.ac.uk_storage_
LIBRARY_Secondary_libfile_shared_repository_Content_Schomerus%2C%20M_Hard%20homecoming_Schomerus_Hard%20
homecoming_2014.pdf
19 Heeren, Nick. (2006, August 29). Sierra Leone and Civil War: Neglected Trauma and Forgotten Children. Retrieved from http://www.crin.
org/docs/coalition_6.pdf
20 Finn, Anthony. (2012). The Drivers of Reporter Reintegration in Northern Uganda. Washington, DC: Transitional Demobilization and
Reintegration Program. Retrieved from http://www.tdrp.net/PDFs/Northern_UGA_Report.pdf
21 Maina, Grace. (2009). Questioning Reintegration Processes in Northern Uganda. Conflict Trends, 48-54.
22 Pham, P. N., Vinck, P., & Stover, E. (2008). The Lord’s Resistance Army and Forced Conscription in Northern Uganda. Retrieved from
http://scholarship.law.berkeley.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1722&context=facpubs
23 Specht Irma. (1998). Strengthening the Economic Dimensions of Peace-building. Retrieved from http://www.enterprise-development.
org/wp-content/.../InternationalAlert_ExCombatants.pdf
24 Muwonge, M. (2007). Community Based Reintegration Of Ex-Combatants: A Case Study of The Lord’s Resistance Army in Northern
Uganda. Retrieve from www.iipt.org/africa2007/PDFs/Muwonge.pdf
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If rehabilitation takes place in prisons, without appropriate safeguards, it may provide a safe haven where
terrorists can network, compare and exchange tactics, recruit and radicalise new members, and even direct
deadly operations outside the prison. Secondly, most imprisoned extremists will eventually be released. In
order to reduce the likelihood that these individuals will return to terrorism after their release, it is essential
to rehabilitate them in order to disengage from violent activities. However, while prisons have at times been
environments where violent extremism has festered, the prison setting can also present opportunities for positive
change – serving as a place where the tide of violent radicalism can be reversed.25
This study has presented an opportunity to assess the effectiveness of efforts undertaken by the Amnesty
Commission in Uganda and the extent to which Muslim civil society has played a complementary role in these
efforts.

25 Rome Memorandum on Good Practices for Rehabilitation and Reintegration of Violent Extremist Offenders. Retrieved from https://www.
thegctf.org/Portals/1/Documents/Framework%20Documents/A/GCTF-Rome-Memorandum-ENG.pdf
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CHAPTER THREE: THE AMNESTY COMMISSION
3.1 The legal framework governing amnesty
The Amnesty Act of the year 2000, the GoU declared an amnesty in respect of any Ugandan who has at
any time since the 26th day of January 1986 engaged in or is engaging in any war or rebellion against the
government of the Republic of Uganda. Engagement in war or rebellion is defined to encompass actual
participation in combat, collaboration with the perpetrators of war or armed rebellion, committing any other
crime in the furtherance of war or armed rebellion, or assisting or aiding the conduct or prosecution of war or
armed rebellion.26
Those that take the steps to receive amnesty are considered reporters. A reporter must renounce involvement
in the armed rebellion and surrender any weapons in his/her possession. The Act mandates that any authorised
person who receives a reporter to hand him or her over to the sub-county chief of the area. The sub-county
chief on receiving a reporter seeking amnesty (a pardon, forgiveness, exemption or discharge from criminal
prosecution or any other form of punishment by the State) shall hand over that reporter to the DRT.
According to the Amnesty Act, any person having disengaged after participation in war or rebellion shall not
be prosecuted or subject to any form of punishment for any crime committed in the cause of the war or armed
rebellion. A person is taken to be granted amnesty if he or she reports to the nearest army or police unit, a
chief, a member of the executive committee of a local government unit, a magistrate or a religious leader within
the locality; renounces and abandons involvement in the war or armed rebellion; surrenders at any such place
or to any such authority or person any weapons in his or her possession; and is issued with a certificate of
amnesty. Where an ex offender is a person charged with or is under lawful detention in relation to any offence
of participating in war or rebellion for any crime committed in the cause of that war or armed rebellion, he or
she shall also be deemed to be granted the amnesty if that person declares to a prison officer or to a judge or
magistrate before whom he or she is being tried that he or she has renounced such activity and thereby declares
his or her intention to apply for the amnesty under the Amnesty Act. The Director of Public Prosecutions is
required to investigate the cases of all persons charged with or held in custody for such offences and take steps
to cause to be released all persons involved in these cases who qualify for grant of amnesty.27
The Amnesty Commission was established by an Act of Parliament to monitor programmes of demobilisation,
reintegration, and resettlement of ex-offenders who seek to be granted amnesty; coordinate a programme
of sensitisation of the general public on the amnesty law; consider and promote appropriate reconciliation
mechanisms in the affected areas; promote dialogue and reconciliation within the spirit of the Act; as well as
perform any other function that is associated or connected with the execution of the functions stipulated in the
Act.
Under the Amnesty Act, an Amnesty Commission and a Demobilization and Resettlement Team (DRT) was
established comprised of a team of seven members appointed by the President with the approval of the Sectoral
Committee on Defence and Internal Security of Parliament to draw programmes for decommissioning of arms;
demobilisation; resettlement; and reintegration of those persons seeking to be granted amnesty. The DRTs form
the foundation of the AC’s work at the district level. They are based in the regions and are the key link between
regions across the country and the Commission. They provide an important platform of establishing relations
with stakeholders at district and lower levels, including communities.
DRTs have been operating in different locations across Uganda including in the towns of Arua, Gulu, Kitgum,

26 JLOS Transitional Justice Working Group (2012). The Amnesty Law of 2000. Issues Paper. Retrieved from http://www.judiciary.go.ug/
files/downloads/JLOS-Amnesty%20Issues%20Paper.pdf
27 Ibid
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Mbale, Kasese and Kampala. In November 2005 the Amnesty Commission also opened an office in Beni,
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), with the support of Irish Aid, with the aim of allowing Ugandan Combatants
on Foreign Soil (COFS) to go through the amnesty and DDR processes.

Kitgum

Arua

Gulu

Mbale
Kampala
Kasese

Figure 1: A map of Uganda showing Amnesty Commission offices

The AC is headed by the office of the chairperson to broadly provide strategic leadership to commissioners, the
DRTs and secretariat as well as oversee implementation and monitoring of programmes including the financial
matters of the Commission. The commissioners mainly engage in policy-making and management in the regions
through support supervision. They also undertake advocacy roles at district and national levels. The secretary to
the Commission is the head of administration and the accounting officer.
The Amnesty Act, 2000 has undergone several extensions. First, it was for a period of six months on 18th January
2001 by statutory instrument. Similar extension was again done on 08th January 2002, 16th July 2002, 18th
January 2003, 25th June 2003, 14th January 2004, 15th April 2004, 14th May 2004, 16th August 2004, 15th
November 2004, 14th February 2005, 01st August 2005, 15th February 2006, and so forth until recently on May
25th May 2017 under statutory instrument No. 16 of 2017, when it was extended for another period of 24 months.
The periodic extension is based on Section 16(3) of the Act (as amended in 2006) which allows the Minister by
statutory instrument, to declare the lapse of the operation of Part II of the Act and on expiry may extend that
period. It is important to note that those persons already issued amnesty certificates are still protected by the
law. According to Article 28(5) (f) of the Constitution, “No person shall be tried for a criminal offence if the person
shows that he or she has been pardoned in respect of that offence.” Therefore, they will not be prosecuted for
crimes for which they have already received amnesty and been pardoned.28

28 This applies to only those who have not gone back to war. However if one is granted amnesty and happens to go back his certificate
cannot help him escape prosecution once arrested.
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Extension of the expiry period means that the Amnesty Commission continues discharging its duties of
demobilisation, reintegration, resettlement of reporters, and sensitisation of the general public on the Amnesty
Law as well as promoting appropriate reconciliation mechanisms to the various affected communities. However,
it is evident that the periodic lapse of the Amnesty Act disrupts ongoing programmes of the AC because most of
its activities are usually halted until the Minister gives an extension by statutory instrument.
But a fundamental question still remains as to why it usually takes long for the Minister to provide for such
subsequent extensions. The lessons learnt since the passing of Act are expected to have enabled the relevant
authorities to find a lasting solution to such lapses.
3.2 The DDR efforts by Amnesty Commission
There are several DDR processes that have been continually undertaken by the Amnesty Commission since
1986. Some focused on disarmament, demobilisation, and re-insertion into the community (e.g. UNRFII) and
later reintegration. Others focused on demobilisation, re-insertion into the community (e.g. WNBF) and later
reintegration. However, the cases of those captured by UPDF involved demobilisation and re-insertion (e.g.
those from DRC).29
It has been noted that many disarmament, demobilisation, reintegration and reinsertion activities have taken
place in Uganda, but these do not fit within a classic DDR model or within a single DDR programme. Nevertheless,
in analysing the effectiveness of efforts taken or coordinated by the AC, this study will mainly focus on the
rehabilitation and reintegration components instead of covering the entire disarmament, demobilisation and
reintegration arrangement.
The African Union Commission has defined disarmament as the process by which the ex-combatants are disarmed
and safely stored or destroyed while demobilisation is the process by which they are formally discharged from
the armed forces or armed group. After demobilisation, the ex-combatant is officially considered a civilian who
goes through reinsertion. It is a short-term assistance provided immediately after demobilisation, as a form of
transitional support to cover basic needs and other necessities of the immediate families before entering into a
more fully fledged reintegration programme.30
Nonetheless, reintegration (which the study considers to involve rehabilitation) is a much more rigorous and
longer-term process through which an ex-combatant regains a civilian life, in most cases, involving the immediate
family and the wider community. Reintegration is multi-faceted and includes social reintegration where the excombatant is accepted back into the community; it also involves political reintegration whereby the ex-combatant
acquires a role in decision-making processes; as well as economic reintegration which allows the ex-combatant
to gain an alternative form of livelihood through gainful employment.31
In June 1987, the National Resistance Council offered an amnesty to all rebels (except those accused of murder
or rape). The period of this amnesty has been widened to various rebel groups and regularly extended during the
subsequent years including the most recent one effected on May 25th May 2017. A number of ex-combatants
have been supported through the DDR process including LRA (13,022), WNBF (6,499), UNRF II (3,252), and
ADF (2,040).32

29 Presentation made by Damian Kato, Secretary Amnesty Commission: DDR in Uganda. Retrieved from http://www.tdrp.net/PDFs/
KampalaPPT_Kato.pdf
30 Defense and Security Division (2014). Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration. National DDR Frameworks: Operational
Guidelines. The African Union Commission, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Retrieved from http://www.peaceau.org/uploads/au-operationalguidance-note-on-national-frameworks.pdf
31 Ibid
32 Presentation made by Damian Kato, Secretary of the Amnesty Commission
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The need to carry out a DDR process for the UNRF I was arguably overtaken by events as some of them joined
the NRM government. Following the arrest of some of their key officers, there are insurgents who eventually
formed themselves into WNBF and UNRF II. The WNBF was led by Juma Oris, a Muslim, operating in far northwestern Uganda. They operated from their bases in DRC and supported by the Government of Sudan. The WNBF
are said to have appointed a new leader, Moses Chaku, a former captain of the Ugandan Army. They are further
reported to have abducted and killed several people in the Arua area.
The UNRF II positioned itself with bases in Sudan and allegedly supported by the Government of Sudan. They
killed people and abducted civilians, mostly school children, in attacks across the district of Arua. It has been
reported that after UNRF I split into two factions, the WNBF was led by Juma Oris and the UNRF II by Ali
Bamuze. In December 2002, the UNRF II reached an agreement with the GoU, with the support of national and
international actors, to end the insurgency. According to the terms of the peace agreement signed by the GoU
and UNRF II, ex-combatants agreed to hand over their arms to the UPDF. The agreement also entitled them to
amnesty and reinsertion packages, to be processes by the Amnesty Commission.
In another twist, the ADF led by Jamir Mukulu also a Muslim, operated in western Uganda using the DRC for its
bases and it has been reported that the United Arab Emirates was their main arms supplier. Iran, another Islamic
State, is also alleged to have supplied arms via an Islamic foundation based in South Africa. The ADF carried out
their attacks particularly in the Rwenzori mountain region brutalising families, killing civilians and looting.
Between 2005 and 2007, the AC received support from the World Bank with other donors who included
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, the European Commission, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Ireland, Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom contributing to the MDRP which targeted 15,310 reporters. The
MDRP provided financial support to demobilisation and reintegration activities, but did not fund disarmament.
Its main achievement was demobilisation of 16,256 reporters and gave re-insertion support to 14,816 reporters.
The project included five components: sensitisation and dialogue; demobilisation and process of amnesty
applications; reinsertion (resettlement) support; long-term social and economic reintegration; and institutional
strengthening of the Amnesty Commission.33
From 2008 to 2011, the UgDRP was implemented and it mainly arose from the Juba Final Peace Agreement.
The initial Arrangement was for an organised mass return of 5,000 combatants, later restructured to handle
others who trickled in. The overall objective of the UgDRP was to assist the urgent implementation of the agreed
demobilisation and repatriation of the remaining caseload of the rebels of the Lord’s Resistance Army as well
as the Allied Democratic Forces and other existing groups eligible for Amnesty. It also assisted in the social
and economic reintegration of former rebel combatants and collaborators into the communities to which they
returned within the context of the Amnesty Act of 2000.
Later, the PRDP was also carried out involving the re-integration of reporters by giving them additional support
beyond re-insertion. The support included training in various practical skills such as agricultural management,
metal works, motor vehicle repair, tailoring, brick-laying, carpentry, hair dressing, and bicycle repair with over
6,439 individuals trained. The trainees were also given several tools and a small financial support.
It is debatable whether the efforts of the AC have been an adequate substitute to a negotiated peace agreement
and legal framework for authentic DDR. The Commission (AC) faced many challenges in handling the logistics
as well as in receiving, screening, verifying and documenting ex combatants. This was complicated by delays in
launching the support project and the absence of adequate capacity to deal with backlogs even as the process of
registering new reporters continued. Furthermore, it lacked resources to respond to needs on the ground. These
constraints were in part due to limited Government support for the efforts and so the AC was ill-equipped to step
in when there were emergencies. The reinsertion packages have now been recently reviewed to include items
like a mattress, cups, blankets, basins, jerry cans, plates, 3 hoes, seeds (beans, maize), and Uganda Shillings

33 Disch, Arne (2010). Multi-country Demobilization and Reintegration Program: End of Program Evaluation. Scantem, Oslo. Retrieved from
http://tdrp.net/mdrp/PDFs/MDRP_ReportFinalScanteam.pdf
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263,000. A target of 15,310 reporters was almost reached under MDRP, but there were many inconsistencies in
the way reinsertion packages were provided.34
In most instances, the armed groups have not agreed to participate in the disarmament and demobilisation
process, unlike small groups of individuals, who were given ad hoc guarantees on grant of amnesty. It may
be argued that instead of dealing with armed groups, the DDR process has focused on fugitives, in a more
or less deliberate manner. There are many conspiracy theories suggesting that the Amnesty Act was primarily
designed as a tactical device for quelling reprisal rather than a functional process built on a genuine desire to
end violent conflict through peaceful and appropriate means. The original time period of six months given to the
Act, subsequently renewed for just a few years, seems to exemplify its tactical nature as did the failed fulfilment
of promises made to those seeking amnesty. It is also not clear under what circumstances some individuals have
been easily granted pardon and reintegrated while others are being prosecuted or even incarcerated.
The prosecution and incarceration of offenders needs to be carried out with caution because it is not clearly
understood as leading to reversal of violent radicalism. The remedies taken must target enablers of radicalisation
such as weak security capacity, inefficient governance and poor service delivery, high levels of societal divisions
along ethnic or religious lines exaggerated by elites and combined with low levels of trust, widespread sense of
political and economic marginalisation, prevalence of extreme poverty, geo-political forces manifested in various
forms of inequalities, and the divisive perception by many Jihadists of a war on Islam.
Amnesty has been particularly successful in encouraging defections from different rebel groups and is an integral
part of the peace-building process. It largely fulfils the moral obligation of protecting the Ugandan people as
the first step in the reconciliation process between ex-combatants and their communities. Nevertheless, many
believe that amnesty needs immense improvements to address its mismanagement.35
In general, the Amnesty Act is appreciated but it is seen to lack a good action plan and as such has suffered from
poor implementation. Much of the criticism is based on its limited efforts to rehabilitate and take a leading role in
the reintegration process. However, according to an official from the Amnesty Commission, the government does
not claim to be facilitating a well-fledged reintegration programme but rather simply conducting reinsertion.36

34 Ibid
35 Olanya, O. L. (2013). Youth Reconciliation and Political Participation: The Case of Northern Uganda. Journal of Development Studies Vol
3 (2). Retrieved from http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjds20/3/2?nav=tocList&
36 Ibid
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
4.1 The grounding theory behind insurgencies
A review of literature shows that the scope and intensity of civil war in Uganda have diminished overtime. While
violence hit the highest point during the anti-NRM insurgencies of the late 1980s, the more recent rebellions
have never developed the same momentum. They typify lower levels of mobilisation, casualties, and civilian
displacement. By the early 2000s, five out of the seven insurgencies (UPDA, HSM, UPA, WNBF, and UNRF II)
had been formally brought to an end. The ADF has been more or less inactive since 2003, while the LRA has not
made any violent offensives in Uganda since 2006. There is a question as to what factors are behind this recent
decline in violent conflict with the exception of the terrorist attack of 2010.
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Figure 2: A graph showing the trend of civil war and violent conflict

Is this trend a result of the rehabilitation and reintegration efforts of the Amnesty Commission or are there
other factors? It seems though that the GoU has not been committed to investing in sustainability of the DDR
programmes. The research findings indicate that the necessity to be rehabilitated and reintegrated for excombatants was very evident due to their lost chances in accessing educational opportunities, income prospects
and occupational experience. A number of challenges also existed due to the stigmatisation within family and
community members for their association with certain rebel groups, and having to start their lives over as adults
with very little in terms of assets, capital, skills, education, or social status. In fact, the economic and social
factors are inextricably intertwined creating many challenges relating to land rights, attitudinal inclinations, work
ethics, and behavioural choices, among others.
Some of the respondents explained their predicament as follows:
“My current challenges are as a result of going to ADF. Probably, I could have finished my education
or found employment easily if I had stayed home. But with my limited education I cannot apply for
any well-paying job. If I hadn’t joined the rebels I could have been living a better life. It is those few
(commanders) in the higher rankings that receive good reinsertion packages.”
ADF, Iganga, M, 30
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“We started from nothing. Actually, those who remained in the community can adequately earn a
living or find support within the community. We have no starting point and life has been getting tough
every other day. Some of us did not have the necessary qualifications to be integrated into the UPDF.
I did not get enough assistance to have a house of my own or start a business.”
WNBF, Yumbe, M, 44
In spite of the limited support to ex-combatants, there is frequent lapse in granting of amnesty and more attention
has been apparently put on addressing the inclusiveness of the ‘elite bargain’ through strategies that enable
sharing of key positions of political, administrative, military, economic and territorial power among the various
competing social groupings.37 Many of the returnees feel frustrated as they cannot find a way of life to fit into
mainstream society.
“I do feel frustrated because I have nothing in my name. My house was destroyed and my family
was displaced. I was a respectable person and doing very well before joining the ADF. But now I am
looked at differently with a lot of suspicion. Regrettably, I am no longer having any social status in
community and government has not offered me any placement. Every time when I communicate
with the officials at the Amnesty Commission, they say that funds are yet to be approved. But we also
hear that the amnesty programme periodically expires and our payments become affected.”
ADF, Butambala, M, 48
The process of decentralisation has been accompanied by an increase in the number of local government
units. The creation of new districts has literally become routine even amidst rising criticism for its economic
non-viability. The NRM has rationalised decentralisation in terms of popular participation, accountability and
improved service delivery. Yet there is reason to argue that the process is now exploited for territorial power
sharing and is largely driven by political objectives. More specifically, it is used to build political support in all
parts of the country by ‘buying off’ local leadership or demobilised forces through access to paid employment,
political influence and control over government resources. 38
The number of ‘co-opted’ elites at the local level is evident compared to that of indigenous community members
who rarely get top ranking appointments. Some returnees feel that these are opportunities they would have
benefited from. The developments in Uganda’s economy since 1986 indicate that though liberalisation was
intended to polarise the sectors that had been a source of patronage under previous regimes the same sectors
are currently emerging under the guise of privatisation since 1992. To date, over 90 public enterprises have been
divested while close to 40 other companies were liquidated through objectionable processes. These processes
of structural economic reform have created more opportunities for patronage deployment, which have further
contributed to the elite bargain as well as benefited those in the inner political core but also creating new forms
of disgruntlement. Accordingly, a number of semi-autonomous and specialised statutory bodies have been
established with several hidden agenda.
All these opportunities have created vents to facilitate the inclusiveness of the elite bargain especially
through economic power sharing. This strategy is however not sustainable as many ex-combatants
at lower levels remain dissatisfied with the fraction of their bargain. This is a ‘time-bomb’ considering
the new break-ups in party politics, ethnic grievances over territorial boundaries, imbalances in the
distribution of jobs and resources, politics rooted in buy-offs, an unequal sharing of the national
resources, and various forms of structural injustices.
UNRFII, Yumbe, M, 57

37 Stefan Lindemann. Working Paper No. 76. Development as State-making. Exclusionary Elite Bargains and Civil War Onset: The Case
of Uganda. Crisis States Research Centre. August 2010. Retrieved from http://www.lse.ac.uk/ internationalDevelopment/research/
crisisStates/download/wp/wpSeries2/WP762.pdf
38 Ibid
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In this context, the country will need a new political framework that assures more transparency and equity.
For example, there are demands for introduction of a federal state as a stronger institutional framework to
accommodate socio-economic cleavages and territorial power sharing that empowers indigenous communities
beyond Buganda. The DDR efforts per se do not give an impression of satisfactorily quelling the imminent
outburst of a violent conflict.
4.2 Effectiveness of the RR efforts by the AC
The overall DDR experience for persons who have sought amnesty must be assessed on the basis of the time
interval between spontaneous disengagement or formal demobilisation processes and actual grant of amnesty
including de-radicalisation efforts taken as well as level of fulfilment of promises made or expectations held
regarding reinsertion while ensuring family involvement, community acceptance, and the breaking of former
command structures. These factors are largely encompassing the rehabilitation and reintegration arrangements
that involve treatment of the offender and preparation of the community. They provide a basis to assess the
effectiveness of the AC by particularly reviewing the experiences of the ex-combatants on return.
The study analyses the effectiveness of the Amnesty Commissions’ efforts in rehabilitating and integrating the
former violent offenders with major focus on the WNBF, UNRF I, UNRF II and ADF rebel groups. The AC report
(2000 – 2013) indicates that a total of 11,791 ex-combatants from the rebel groups that this study is examining
were effectively demobilised and they constitute 44.68% of all the reporters they handled.

R e b e l
group

Reporters

Percentage

ADF

2,040

7.73%

UNRF II

3,252

12.32%

WNBF

6,499

24.63%

Others39

14,599

55.32%

Total

26,390

100.00%

ADF

UNRF II

WNBF

Others

Table 1: Showing the groupings of reporters demobilised by the AC

A minimal definition of success would be disengagement, meaning that ex-militants do not join a radical
organisation or undertake violent acts on their own. A successful DDR programme should ensure that the
majority of its participants remain fully disengaged and eventually able to de-radicalise although it is inevitable
that some of the allegedly reformed extremists may still choose to re-radicalise especially when pull factors
continue to outweigh the push factors. 39
Many of the ADF reporters who were interviewed complain that little attention has been given to them in
comparison to the other rebel groups:

39 LRA (13,022), NALU (205), UPA (438), UNFA (163), etc.
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There seem to be some circles in the political sphere who misrepresenting our agenda. We are the
most ‘witch-hunted’ group from among all the other rebel groups of our time. It is the reason why even
the number of reporters so far demobilised by the Amnesty Commission includes fewer individuals
from the ADF in comparison others. I have migrated to the town centre because I feel more secure in
a busy community that minds its own business. I am now transitioning to civilian life.
ADF, Iganga, M, 37
The demobilisation process according to the AC involves measures to ensure that combatants leave or disband
the armed groups and begin transitioning to civilian life:
It involves assembly in discharge centres or DRT offices, disarmament where applicable, verification
of ex-combatants status, capture of socio economic data, pre-discharge orientation for transition to
civilian life, health screening, addressing special needs of female and child ex-combatants, issuance
of amnesty certificates, and facilitation to areas of return.
Interview with AC Official, Kampala
It is really difficult for the AC to monitor all reporters to ascertain that they remain disengaged after demobilisation.
But when reporters are demobilised, the AC reinserts them into their communities with an amnesty package.
Cumulatively, 20,715 reporters have been resettled through the respective DRT offices as indicated in the table
below.

DRT

Demobilised

Reinserted

Percentage

Arua

9,681

6,316

65.24%

641

466

72.70%

Gulu

4,219

3,993

94.64%

Kitgum

7,755

7,184

92.64%

Kasese

2,033

1,726

84.90%

Mbale

2,061

1,030

49.98%

Total

26,390

20,715

78.50%

Central

Table 2: Showing the reporters resettled after demobilisation processes

The handling of reporters through the DDR process also faces challenges in addressing violent extremist
offending where the use of gender-sensitive and age-appropriate approaches becomes inevitable for handling
women or children.
Historically, participation in violent conflict was exclusively by men and boys while civilians mainly
comprising of women, girls and children as victims normally condemned to suffering as a result of
their displacement or direct assault. As a result, women have frequently been seen as victims of
violence, torture, forced disappearance and murder. But now this has changed.
ADF, Iganga, F, 35
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In modern conflicts, women are no longer seen as being solely victims but also as perpetrators of violence
because they are increasingly taking up arms and committing violent acts, either voluntarily or under duress.
Women are actively participating in organised rebellion and warfare in several societies with a growing record
of violent extremism and domestic terrorism thereby transgressing traditional gender roles and altering gender
relations.
Women can use their gender stereotypes to avoid detection because may not be easily perceived as
able to be guilty of terrorist acts. In this way they exercise their self-determination, autonomy and
other motives as a reason for joining the struggle. But many of them who are involved under duress
become engaged either out of some kind of fear or anger over sexual violence. In a few cases, they
are those who claim to be driven by emancipation and a hope of increasing future opportunities once
the struggle has been successful. Other factors may include death of a close family member such
as a father, husband or child as well as fanatical commitment to ideological beliefs resulting from
indoctrination and regular suppression of feminine traits.
Interview with AC Official, Kampala
The participation of women in violent conflict is indeed extant and reports from the AC indicate that 23% of the
reporters were female.

DRT
Arua
Central

Male
8,670

Percentage
33%

Female
1,011

4%

Overall
9,681

497

2%

144

1%

641

Gulu

3,044

12%

1,175

4%

4,219

Kitgum

5,682

22%

2,073

8%

7,755

Kasese

1,037

4%

996

4%

2,033

Mbale

1,486

6%

575

2%

2,061

Total

20,416

77%

5,974

23%

26,390

Table 3: Showing the number of demobilised reporters by gender

A lot of ingenuity is needed to tailor the DDR efforts to specific gender requirements:
We still have a lot of work with regard to rehabilitating female reporters. Using women as active agents
clearly exploits the established prejudices and assumptions about the role of women in patriarchal
societies. In particular, female offenders send out a powerful message as the attention of DDR may
not easily be drawn to their distorted social role but rather attend to them as mere female victims or
perpetrators with grievances that need to be addressed.
Interview with AC Official, Arua
The situation has not been made any easier by the recruitment of children at a young age that can be easily
trained, manipulated, and indoctrinated. The reports from the AC indicate that 61% of the reporters were below
28 years of age out of whom 42% were below 18 years of age.
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Age range

Reporters

Percentage

< 18

6,875

26.05%

19-28

9,233

34.99%

29-38

5,091

19.29%

39-48

2,868

10.87%

49-58

1,374

5.20%

59-68

623

2.36%

>69

326

1.24%

26,390

100.00%

Total

Table 4: Showing number of reporters demobilised by age

There is need for rehabilitation and reintegration of offenders beyond reinsertion or short term resettlement
assistance so as to ensure proper de-radicalisation.
A number of children are actually treated as minors who do not undergo a rigorous reintegration
process yet they need more psychological support. A lot of emphasis must be put on de-radicalisation
of these young ex-combatants because they can potentially re-offend even after being granted
amnesty since little assistance is available to meet their special needs.
UNRFII, Yumbe, M, 57
Other considerations that may contribute to the degree of success include whether the reformed militants provide
intelligence about their former group, whether they encourage other radicals to moderate and discourage others
from radicalising, and whether the programme seeks or has capacity to reform hard-core militants as well as
peripheral members at different levels. Many DDR efforts by the AC have been successful in demobilising the
groups.
All respondents who were currently residing in rural areas with frequent movement to smaller towns reported to
have received the amnesty reinsertion package. Those who were seldom living in the precincts of Kampala with
frequent movement to other major towns reported having not yet received the package. A total of 83.2% of the
respondents highlighted the need for start-up capital and additional skills training. Many respondents especially
in Yumbe and Butambala reported to have not received any form of training on demobilisation.
In fact, the AC had a backlog of 19,261 reporters to integrate by close of the year 2013 as only 27% of those
demobilised went through a training programme.
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DRT

Trained

Percentage

9,681

1,476

15.25%

641

113

17.63%

Gulu

4,219

1,565

37.09%

Kitgum

7,755

2,374

30.61%

Kasese

2,033

601

29.56%

Mbale

2,061

1,000

48.52%

Total

26,390

7,129

27.01%

Arua
Central

Table 5: Showing number of reporters trained and reintegrated

The AC as the implementing agency of the Amnesty Act receives major funding from the GoU estimated to be
about UGX 1.9 billion per annum. This support has been further supplemented by development partners like the
African Union, United Nations Development Fund, World Bank, Government of Ireland, and Danish International
Development Agency.
Apart from the funding from the GoU, additional funding is from the Justice, Law and Order Sector
and the World Bank. All the major donations ended in 2013 and there is need for almost UGX 10
trillion to implement an effective transitional justice programme involving a number of remedies like
trials, amnesty, reparations, truth-telling, and various traditional reconciliatory mechanisms. This
funding is not likely to be available in the near future because the implementation of a law and policy
framework on transitional justice under which it is proposed carries huge financial implications yet
there are also a number of other competing priorities.
Interview with AC Official, Kampala
Overall, it is deducible that the AC has effectively built confidence and trust among the reporters who feel secure
once granted amnesty. The exclusive power in granting pardon, exemption or discharge from criminal prosecution
or any other form of punishment by the State may in some cases contravene certain principles of justice but also
embraces the wider notion of peace and reconciliation. A number of reporters who were disengaged by the AC
resettled back in their homes though the DDR process did not necessarily meet all their expectations.
“Most of the ex-rebels have left (Yumbe) and settled to places where there is freedom. The problem is
that once you stay here many people make all sorts of allegations about you and at times it is better
to once in a while travel to places like Arua to avoid bad talk.”
UNRF I & II, Yumbe, F, 51

“I moved to Butambala because my brother lived here and was the LC chairperson at the time. He
gave me the family support I needed but there are not many economic opportunities here. However,
I have just accepted my situation and started digging some ginger for sale in Kampala. The people
have now started to understand me better, but things are not yet good.”
ADF, Butambala, M, 36
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“I run a shop in the market. I first worked as a housemaid for a few months at a home of my brother’s
friend in Mbale, then used that money to start my business. I’m a member of women savings group
and we usually help one another by collecting a monthly contribution that is received by one individual
in turn. I am now living a peaceful life with my children.”
ADF, Iganga, F, 30

“When we all came back, we had nothing, and were sent to our respective villages. My wife was taken
back to her village in Luweero and I was brought here in Butambala. It was a difficult time because
we did not have anything to start a new life but now we have earned some money from digging and
opened up a short here with items traded from Kampala.”
ADF, Butambala, M, 38
But even though some strides have been made, insurgents still remain especially under the ADF whereby those
who are dissatisfied pose a threat to those who have disengaged making de-radicalisation difficult.
“The Amnesty Commission made the decision to take me back home in Mbale but I still felt not
properly accepted there. Sometimes I go back to see my family but mostly stay at my rented house
here with a few travels to Kampala. A few of my colleagues have decided to go back into the group
because they do not see any prospects since our return. I continually think about going back as well
but my family has always been very clear about disowning me once I take that decision again. Of
course I have contacts with those actively engaged in combat but still hope to find a better way of
life.”
ADF, Iganga, M, 30
4.3 Extent of roles played by Muslim civil society
Multi-agency cooperation is crucial to prevent radicalisation as well as promote the well-being and rehabilitation
of the violent offenders. The government agencies alone cannot effectively address the needs of rehabilitating and
reintegrating every individual having network ties with extremist groups. The characteristics of those committing
these offences are continually changing with many of them being young and including more women. There many
Muslims cited to be behind jihadist campaigns, reactionary movements, and small insurgent groups. This builds
tension which may continue for the foreseeable future and unless jointly tackled it creates a complex social and
political climate as reflected in prisons, public assassinations, and wrangles among the different Muslim sects
that occasion violent attacks.
“On prayer days the faithful are told of the plight of the needy and we continually see people in
my same situation who really need help. My village is in Bulo but I couldn’t even get a bar of soap
because almost everyone was helpless and in need of assistance. However, here I can wait for Juma
Fridays and go to the mosque and come back with some soap or some sugar or something. I was not
a Muslim, but just became a Muslim after getting married to my husband who actually introduced
me to the ADF a few years after staying together. He strongly believes in jihadist campaigns.”
ADF, Butambala, F, 35
But it is very important, in the case of religiously inspired extremism, not to confuse people who might have
rediscovered their faith with people who have developed radical views. Most people who convert or revert, e.g.
to Islam, during imprisonment are doing so for peaceful individual motives or to bond with a group of other
prisoners. Prejudices around links between religion and extremism remain very present and may hamper
accurate risk assessment.
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“Now for me, I don’t have any relatives and most of my childhood has been either on the streets of
Kampala or in remand homes. But because I am a Muslim, my Muslim brothers welcomed me so I
am staying with them. When I came here we pray and stay together. Some of my friends are linked to
rebel groups and this is how I am also mistakenly persecuted to be like them.”
ADF, Butambala, M, 27

“When I first got back home there was nothing, and my father is very old and poor. Generally my
family is considered amongst the poorest in the community. Here in Yumbe you cannot get any
meaningful jobs so as to survive or help your family. But sometimes I go to Arua or Masindi and
involve myself in bricklaying so as to get money with which to buy some needs. I believe that there is
God to help through this although the devil is still holding my prospects. It is this poverty that even
helped Lucifer to influence me into choosing those rebel activities in the first place.”
ADF, Yumbe, M, 43
The individual circumstances of Muslim extremist offenders may require one to undergo unique rehabilitation
processes. Some individuals may have committed violence through indoctrination so as to hold certain
ideological motives, others may have experienced trauma after involvement in a brutal attack and developed
psychological complications, while many find it difficult to break the network ties with extremist groups without
specialist interventions and processes since these are entrenched in religious ideology. This requires specialist
approaches which include unique psycho-social support and/or religion-based interventions.
“It is good to have friends who understand your circumstances. In fact they help you to get stronger
and even be able to completely forget about the past. We do not have many ex combatants here but
there are many of them in Kampala. Actually, almost all of them have some kind of job either with
private security companies or other professional work for those with technical skills. Now everybody
is having his job, and if you don’t have a job you can go to other former WNBF. We have created a
strong support network whereby if they get a job, they can call you.”
WNBF, Yumbe, M, 54

“When I first came back I continually stayed with friends for a long period, because I couldn’t find
work and this really bothered me. All my friends were happy and employed but my applications were
always turned down. I started getting frustrated and my friends kept on saying that I was haunted by
a very bad spirit of a child I executed during an offensive. I then started getting bad dreams and could
not even sleep for over three months. My curse was reversed when a friend took me to a Sheikh who
prayed for me until later I found work and started renting my own place.”
WNBF, Yumbe, M, 42
The AC reported that most women reporters have indicated signs of mental illness and staunch religious beliefs
whereas a number of youth have shown tendencies of secularism with an urge for recidivism due to lack of an
alternative source of livelihood.
“Many of us were taken back to Zombo. Some of us left because there is no land. Life was so difficult
and everyone considered us to be mad. We really wondered why Amnesty Commission took us back
instead of remaining in the Congo. But some NGOs have helped us to cope.”
WNBF, Arua, F, 40
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The AC has a Muslim agent who helps reporters in need of religious-based interventions and at times some
complex cases are referred to the office of the Mufti. An analysis of the civil society organisations working with
the AC indicated that none of them is Muslim based.40

40 These include Participatory Rural Action for Development (PRAFORD), Give Me Chance (GMAC), Trans-cultural Psychosocial Organisation
(TPO), Action Against Hunger (AAH), Gulu Suport the Children Organisation (GUSCO), Kitgum Concerned Women’s Organisation
(KICWA), Kitgum Women’s Peace Initiative (KIWEPI), Christian Counselling Fellowship (CCF), Justice Reconciliation Project, CARITAS,
among others.
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CHAPTER FIVE: LESSONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The key lesson learnt in this study is that the DDR processes by the AC have mainly focused on demobilisation as
a form of disengaging offenders but little has been done towards reintegrating a number of ex-offenders through
de-radicalisation efforts. There has been some awareness-raising complemented with peace building and
reconciliatory programming. But de-radicalisation has not been effectively carried out. It is clearly an expensive
process that will only occur slowly and in a pluralistic environment. The objective not only to change one’s
behaviour by refraining from violence and withdrawing from a radical organisation but also to eventually moderate
one’s belief system, rejecting the extremist ideology, and embracing mainstream values that enable one to live in
harmony with their community. It is therefore recommended by the study that the DDR programming by the AC
should address the causal factors, involve the wider community, mainstream the role of victims, address youth
and gender issues, as well as engage a range of professionals through multi-agency cooperation.
5.1 Addressing the causal factors
There is need to design reintegration packages that improve the livelihoods of at-risk youths and other vulnerable
populations through a greater focus on ‘hot spots’ and improved access to jobs, skills-building programmes and
education. A number of complaints have been held about how the justice system persecutes those suspected
of violent extremism. It is important to enhance the capacity of judicial officers in handling cases of this nature
especially involving insurgents who have a religious leaning. There will be increased levels of trust in the judicial
system and the rule of law once the national institutions have the capacity to effectively deal with radicalisation
and violent extremism as well as effectively balance law and order with justice. The prison systems have to be
improved to serve as centres for de-radicalisation and reform without subjecting the suspects to torture because
that will reinforce radicalisation. Moreover, the law enforcement organs must work towards effective investigation
and protection of suspects without putting the public under false alarm for fear of imminent terrorist attacks.
The DRT centres should be facilitated to reduce the backlog in reintegration processes as a result of effective
disengagement/rehabilitation efforts. The future programme design must be comprehensive in providing
consistent psycho-social support and mentoring, promoting more awareness of the de-radicalisation processes
in a broad manner, and committed to increased community sensitisation so as to lower the stigmatisation of
returnees or ex-convicts. Prejudices between religion and extremism remain very present and may hamper
effective de-radicalisation.
5.2 Involving the wider community
The DDR efforts must devise ways of lowering tensions based on religious ideology so as to have heightened
community resilience through intra and inter-religious dialogue. There is need to ensure effectively governed
madrassas, mosques and well-trained Imams as well as establish early-warning mechanisms before conflicts
become violent. The programmes targeting militants must incorporate the militants’ families by offering practical
support or counselling or by making them guarantors in disengaging from radical’s behaviour. The contact with
family can increase the probability that the individual will remain disengaged other than keep them detained
without amnesty. By investing in one’s rehabilitation and reintegration into family the former radical may feel
urged to remain disengaged from extremism.
5.3 Mainstreaming the role of victims
It is critical that the AC now puts attention on discrediting violent narratives through diffusion of conspiracy
theories using journalists who are skilled in ethical reporting with a greater focus on the voices of victims, survivors
and returnees. They need to be continually encouraged to establish support networks with religious leaders and
formerly victimised persons who have been empowered as role models especially in the affected communities.
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5.4 Addressing youth and gender issues
The AC has to improve differentiated and tailored responses to men, women, boys and girls as a result of greater
support for women affected by radicalisation and violent extremism. This may be done through empowerment
of women leaders and advocates for de-radicalisation and by supporting young men and women to serve as
ambassadors for anti-radicalisation processes.
5.5 Engaging a range of professionals
Multi-agency cooperation is necessary to ensure informed decision making about interventions (through
information and experience sharing) and to ensure intervention continuity from prison to the community. It is
important to work with professionals from the prison, probation, police, community organisations, social and
health services, as well as the family. This concerted effort will ensure that militants remain disengaged. Even
when released from detention, aftercare is needed to continue monitoring former detainees and offer extensive
support after their release. In particular, aftercare should include locating the ex-radical in a supportive
environment and facilitating reintegration into society. The rehabilitation and reintegration efforts by the AC may
require offering continued theological and psychological counselling for those who have been released so as to
minimise any possibility of recidivism.
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CHAPTER SIX: WAY FORWARD AND CONCLUSION
The rehabilitation and reintegration of former violent offenders should be reinforced with monitoring and
intelligence sharing tools to effectively address radicalisation through assessing the risk and threat level posed to
themselves, other offenders, and the public. It is important to mainstream this within the justice system in order
to enhance cooperation with police, prisons and general intelligence services. A lot of information seems to be
collected from multiple sources regarding extremism but care must be taken to reduce assessor bias.
Most of the DDR efforts undertaken by the AC aim at promoting peace and reconciliation even where intelligence
reports indicate high likelihood of risk posed by granting amnesty. The study findings show that the potential
reporters and the AC regularly communicate in a manner that can inform analysis of risk levels taking into
account personal needs, political interest, as well as the social and economic circumstances of the individuals or
groups. Risk assessment protocols need to be integrated across all actors to ensure appropriate decision making
processes given the complexity of the negotiation processes and inadequacy of resources.
With regard to rehabilitation, risk assessment should include an assessment of needs — both general as well
as those specific to dealing with an extremist mind-set (e.g. more contact with family, development of religious
understanding, more contact with other prisoners or technical personnel who can positively influence the
offender). Rehabilitation interventions should be supported by both risk and needs assessments, while sentence
plans for offenders need to include tailor-made intervention plans. These can be based on existing structures if
in place, but some cases (e.g. involving mental illness) may also require specialist interventions.
Providing religious and moral support (e.g. from family, clerics and civil society) is crucial and may have a
disengaging effect on offenders with religiously motivated ideologies. However, if chaplains or philanthropists are
intentionally involved in disengagement / de-radicalisation efforts, they should be experienced and trained in this
area. Their credibility and legitimacy in the eyes of the offender and wider community should be considered. Such
non-retributive support is important for disengagement and for eventual de-radicalisation. Working with family
and friends as partners in these processes is effective if the social circle was not a factor in the radicalisation
process in the first place. Other avenues of social support (e.g. mentor programmes or community involvement)
must also be preferred instead of criminalisation.
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THE AMNESTY ACT, 2000
An Act to provide for an Amnesty for Ugandans involved in acts of a war-like nature in various parts of the
country and for other connected purposes.
WHEREAS it is common knowledge that hostilities directed at the Government of Uganda continue to persist in
some parts of the country, thereby causing unnecessary suffering to the people of those areas;
AND WHEREAS it is the expressed desire of the people of Uganda to end armed hostilities, reconcile with those
who have caused suffering and rebuild their communities;
AND WHEREAS it is the desire and determination of the Government to genuinely implement its policy of
reconciliation in order to establish peace, security and tranquillity throughout the whole country:
NOW THEREFORE, be it enacted by Parliament as follows –
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PART I - PRELIMINARY
1. This Act may be cited as the Amnesty Act, 2000.
2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires –
“Amnesty” means a pardon, forgiveness, exemption or discharge from criminal prosecution or any other
form of punishment by the State;
“Commission” means the Amnesty Commission established under Part II of this Act;
“DRT” means the Demobilization and Resettlement Team;
“Minister” means the Minister responsible for internal affairs;
“Reporter” means a person seeking to be granted Amnesty under this Act.
PART II – DECLARATION OF AMNESTY, ETC
3. (1) An Amnesty is declared in respect of any Ugandan who has at any time since the 26th day of January,
1986 engaged in or is engaging in war or armed rebellion against the government of the Republic of
Uganda by –
(a) actual participation in combat;
(b) collaborating with the perpetrators of the war or armed rebellion;
(c) committing any other crime in the furtherance of the war or armed rebellion; or
(d) assisting or aiding the conduct or prosecution of the war or armed rebellion.
(2) A person referred to under subsection (1) shall not be prosecuted or subjected to any form of punishment
for the participation in the war or rebellion for any crime committed in the cause of the war or armed
rebellion.
4. (1) A reporter shall be taken to be granted the amnesty declared under section 3 if the reporter –
(a) reports to the nearest Army or Police Unit, a Chief, a member of the Executive Committee of a local
government unit, a magistrate or a religious leader within the locality;
(b) renounces and abandons involvement in the war or armed rebellion;
(c) surrenders at any such place or to any such authority or person any weapons in his or her possession;
and
(d) is issued with a Certificate of Amnesty as shall be prescribed in regulations to be made by the
Minister.
(2) Where a reporter is a person charged with or is under lawful detention in relation to any offence
mentioned in section 3 of this Act, the reporter shall also be deemed to be granted the amnesty if the
reporter –
(a) declares to a prison officer or to a Judge or Magistrate before whom he or she is being tried that he
or she has renounced the activity referred to in Section 3 of this Act; and
(b) declared his or her intention to apply for the amnesty under this Act.
(3) A reporter to whom subsection (2) applies shall not be released from custody until the Director of Public
Prosecutions has certified that he or she is satisfied that –
(a) the person falls within the provisions of section 3 of this Act; and
(b) he or she is not charged or detained to be prosecuted for any offence not falling under section 3 of
this Act.
(4) Subject to subsection (3), the Director of Public Prosecutions shall investigate the cases of all persons
charged with or held in custody for criminal offences and shall take steps to cause to be released
all persons involved in such cases who qualify for grant of amnesty under this Act, if those persons
renounce all activity mentioned in section 3, in which they have been involved.
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(5) Persons to whom section 3 applies and who are living outside Uganda shall be deemed to have been
granted the amnesty if –
(a) they renounce all activities described in section 3; and
(b) report to any Ugandan diplomatic mission, consulate or any international organisation which has
agreed with the Government of Uganda to receive such persons.
(6) A reporter who has complied with any of the provisions of subsections (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) applicable
to him or her shall be granted a certificate to be specified by regulations as evidence of the grant of the
Amnesty.
5. An official or authority specified in section 4 of this Act who receives a reporter under section 4 shall hand
over the reporter and weapons, if any, to the Sub-county Chief of the area.
6. The Sub-county Chief on receiving a reporter seeking amnesty, shall hand over that reporter to the
Demobilization and Resettlement Team established under section 11.
PART III – AMNESTY COMMISSION
7. An Amnesty Commission is hereby established.
8. The Amnesty Commission shall be composed of the following persons appointed by the President with the
approval of Parliament –
(a) a Chairperson who shall be a judge of the High Court or a person qualified to be a judge of the High
Court; and
(b) six other members who shall be persons of high moral integrity.
9. The Commission shall have the following functions –
(a) to monitor programmes of –
(i)
demobilization;
(ii)
reintegration; and
(iii)
resettlement of reporters;
(b) to co-ordinate a programme of sensitization of the general public on the amnesty law;
(c) to consider and promote appropriate reconciliation mechanisms in the affected areas;
(d) to promote dialogue and reconciliation within the spirit of this Act;
(e) to perform any other function that is associated or connected with the execution of the functions
stipulated in this Act.
10. (1) The Commission shall have a Secretary who shall be a public officer appointed by the Commission
acting in consultation with the Public Service Commission, upon such terms and conditions as may be
determined by the Commission in consultation with the Public Service Commission and specified in his
or her instrument of appointment.
(2) The Secretary shall be a person of high moral character and proven integrity, possessing the relevant
qualifications and proven ability in the field of public administration.
(3) The Secretary shall perform such functions as may be assigned to him or her by the Commission.
(4) The Secretary may be removed by the Commission only for –
(a) inability to perform the functions of his or her office arising out of physical or mental incapacity;
(b) misbehaviour or misconduct; or
(c) incompetence.
(5) The Commission shall also have such other officers and employees as may be necessary for the
discharge of its functions.
(6) The officers and employees referred to in subsection (5) shall be appointed by the Commission acting in
consultation with the Public Service Commission, and shall hold office upon such terms and conditions
as shall be determined by the Commission in consultation with the Public Service Commission.
11. A Demobilization and Resettlement Team is hereby established.
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12. The DRT shall be composed of not more than seven members to be appointed by the President with the
approval of the Sectoral Committee on Defence and Internal Security of Parliament.
13. The functions of the DRT shall be to draw programmes for –
(a) de-commissioning of arms;
(b) demobilization;
(c) re-settlement; and
(d) reintegration of reporters.
14. (1) Subject to this Act, the DRT shall carry out its functions in accordance with Regulations made by the
Minister.
(2) The DRT shall, in its day to day functions, be under the direct supervision of the Commission.
15. The Minister in consultation with the Minister responsible for finance shall determine the salaries and
emoluments of the members of the Commission and the DRT which shall be charged on the Consolidated
Fund.
16. All monies required to defray all expenses that may be incurred in the discharge of the functions of the
Commission or the DRT in the carrying out of the purposes of this Act are charged on the Consolidated Fund.
Part IV – GENERAL
17. This Act will remain in force for a period not exceeding six months and on expiry, the Minister may be
statutory instrument extend that period.
18. The Minister may make regulations for the settlement of persons under this Act and generally for the better
carrying out of the provisions and principles of this Act.
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